Study on the Influence of Parameter Fluctuation on Ethylene Epoxidation Reaction Process
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ABSTRACT Ethylene epoxidation reactor is a kind of critical equipment in an oxidation unit. Due to the complex coupling effect of the extreme operating environment of high temperature, high pressure and potential risk factors, the reactor tends to work abnormally under the impact of parameter fluctuation, and temperature runaway incident may occur and cause severe loss. For studying the influence of parameter fluctuation on ethylene epoxidation reaction process and preventing temperature runaway accidents, physical modeling is performed firstly in this paper to acquire the chemical reaction mechanism therein and confirm the operation parameters which should be focused. The unsteady simulation of the operation process under normal situation has been performed. On such basis, a test of single-factor effect is performed to analyze the impact of parameter fluctuation on the temperature balance and operation efficiency of the reactor. Comparison analysis has been carried out between the simulation data acquired according to the established model and real production data, and it was found that the result is consistent. The analysis result indicates: higher ethene concentration, oxygen concentration, feed flux, feed temperature, drum temperature, operating pressure or smaller porosity may improve bed temperature and accelerate reaction rate; therein, ethene concentration, oxygen concentration, drum temperature, and porosity are operation parameters that need special monitoring. Based on the risk analysis of the ethylene epoxidation reactor and the simulation of the impact of parameter fluctuation, this paper studies the cause of the reactor’s temperature runaway to provide a technical basis for the forecast of reactor’s temperature runaway, early warning, and high-efficient operation of equipment. Model established based on abnormal condition parameters fluctuation, can contribute to early warning reactor temperature runaway, revealing the influence mechanism of parameter fluctuation for the reaction system, monitoring reaction process, eliminating temperature runaway in the bud, and providing theoretical and technical basis for petrochemical equipment fault diagnosis, accident prevention and control and safely long-time running.

INDEX TERMS Fixed bed reactor, Ethylene oxide, Temperature runaway, CFD, Parameter sensitivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

The fixed-bed reactor is a piece of crucial chemical equipment to perform gas-solid catalytic reaction, e.g., ethylene epoxidation reactor used to prepare epoxy ethane by ethene and oxygen [1]. In recent years, temperature runaway accidents frequently occur in fixed-bed reactors, which burn catalyst, cause carbon accumulation on reaction tube walls and damages to reaction walls and enclosures, shutdown of units, and even reactor explosion accidents [2]. For example, several accidents caused by temperature runaway of ethylene epoxidation reactors occurred in three epoxy ethane/glycol production units successively in November 2011. It was estimated that the cumulative direct loss incurred by one of the units to an enterprise was about RMB 40 million, and the indirect loss was as much as hundreds of millions of Yuan [3]. The leading cause of temperature runaway of reactors is poor system process design. Partial heat accumulation may occur in the reactor bed and lead to temperature runaway if the heat released by an exothermic reaction in the reactor can’t be removed in time. The unit has to be shut down, and it may cost a considerable quantity of workforce and material resources [4]-[5]. Therefore, it's particularly essential to prevent the occurrence of temperature runaway. Many scholars and research institutes have done much work on the prevention of temperature runaway incidents of reactors. Researchers [6]-[7] have carried out theoretical researches on the rules for identifying temperature runaway of the chemical
reaction. It is thought that temperature runaway accidents are strictly related to the mechanism of chemical reactions, the activity of catalyst structure, and the sensitivity of operation parameters, etc. With the development of computer technology, CFD numerical simulation of reactor featuring considerable calculation precision and efficiency on the aspects of fluid flow, heat transmission, analog computation of chemical reactions, etc., may primarily reduce actual time and costs spent on unit experiments [8]-[10]. Anthony G. Dixon carried out a CFD numerical simulation of the heat transmission process of the bed under the influence of high Reynolds number [11]. Ramin Maghrebia simulated the dynamic process of oxidation reaction of methane that takes place inside a spherical catalyst bed [12]. Xiaoming Zhou established a spherical particle model by the CFD method to simulate the influence of flow-rate and size of particles on temperature distribution of particle surface in an acetone hydrogenation process[13].

This paper takes the ethylene epoxidation reactor as the object to study the effects of different factors on the reactor operation and establishes an early-warning model for preventing temperature runaway incidents. First of all, physical modeling is conducted in a fixed-bed reactor to study the chemical reaction mechanism therein, and then the operating parameters that need to be focused on are determined. Subsequently, a CFD simulation of the reaction process of the reactor under normal operating conditions has been performed, which can contribute to monitoring the changing process of material component concentration field and temperature field inside the reactor. The comparison and verification between simulation data and experimental data were carried out to establish an unsteady model. On such basis, a simulation study is conducted to acquire the influence of parameter fluctuation on the thermal equilibrium and operating state of the reactor. The sensitivity area of parameters and the appropriate operating condition scope can be determined. The simulation results and suitable operating conditions are compared with the actual production data to verify the feasibility of the model. The above study contents may provide a theoretical basis for preventing temperature runaway incidents of the fixed-bed reactor of ethylene epoxidation and ensuring long-period safe operation, and offer a new approach for dynamic monitoring and control of chemical process system.

II. Physical model and numeric calculation method

A. PHYSICAL MODEL

Ethylene epoxidation reactors in epoxyethane units are mainly tubular fixed-bed reactors, as shown in Fig. 1. Catalyst particles are filled randomly in the reactor tube. The raw gas runs through the top of the reactor, the top closure head, the catalyst bed, the bottom closure head, and flows out of the bottom outlet and enters the follow-up equipment. The cooling medium flows through the reactor shell pass under the influence of pressure and removes heat generated in ethylene epoxidation reaction. When the heat generated cannot be removed sufficiently, heat accumulation will lead to a temperature runaway incident.

![Catalyst Bed](image)

**FIGURE 1. Physical model of a reactor**

A tubular fixed-bed reactor composes of hundreds of reaction tubes. A single-tube reactor model may reflect the situation of the reaction process and heat transmission, and it will help further understand the overall internal characteristics of the reactor [14]-[15]. Therefore, a tube inside an ethylene epoxidation reactor is taken as the object in this paper to perform unsteady simulation of the flow field, to analyze the dynamic process of component concentration distribution and temperature fluctuation inside the tube. In Table 1, the single-tube structure parameters, operating conditions, physical parameters of catalyst particles, and characteristic parameters of the tube wall, etc., have been exhibited.
B. TURBULENCE EQUATION

The model of a single reaction tube includes a medium porous area where reactions occur, an inlet tube section and an outlet tube section. In non-porous medium areas, the material flow mainly meets the quality, energy, conservation-of-momentum equation, and turbulence model equation. The disappearance and generation of material components should be considered in the porous medium equation. The chemical reaction rate equation, energy source items, components transport control equation, and gas-solid energy exchange equation should also be established [16].

1. Continuity equation

Indicating the mass conservation change of infinitesimal unit element in unit time.

2. Momentum equation

Indicating reciprocity between the momentum change of infinitesimal elements and sum of the external force of infinitesimal elements in unit time, equation:

\[ \rho \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + u \frac{\partial u}{\partial x_i} + u \frac{\partial u}{\partial x_j} \right) = \rho F_i - \frac{\partial p}{\partial x_i} + \mu \left( \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x_i^2} + \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x_j^2} \right) \]

3. Energy equation

\[ \frac{\partial (\rho T)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho u T)}{\partial x_i} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left( \frac{\mu}{\nu} \frac{\partial T}{\partial x_i} \right) + S_i \]

4. RNG turbulence model

\[ \frac{\partial (\rho k)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho u k)}{\partial x_i} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left( \alpha_i \mu_{eff} \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_i} \right) + G_i + G_b - \rho c_e Y_m + S_i \]

C. CHEMICAL REACTION DYNAMICS

The current industrial method for preparation of epoxy ethane is mainly direct oxidation of ethylene, namely, ethene and oxygen have a gas-solid catalytic reaction on the surface of silver catalyst particles and generate epoxy ethane. Accompanying the main reaction is a series of by-reactions, mainly parallel reactions between ethene and oxygen, which generate CO₂ and H₂O [17].

Many scholars have carried out a series of research works on the kinetic model. Russo selected ethylene oxidation on silver catalyst as an example reaction system, because the main product, ethylene oxide, is a key compound and an important intermediate for chemical industry. The reactor and kinetic models were able to describe all the experimental data with a very satisfactory agreement. The results proved that the models were also capable to explain the experimental data very well [18]. Salmi proposed the kinetic models which were based on the reactivities of the nonhydrolyzed sugar units and the increase of the rate constant (for heterogeneous catalysts) as the reaction progresses and the degree of polymerization decreases. General kinetic models were derived and special cases of them were considered in detail, by deriving analytical solutions for product distributions[19].

As for the mechanism of ethylene epoxidation reaction, the study focuses on the main reaction and deep oxidation by-reactions. For different types of catalysts, there are usually different dynamic equations. For the same type of catalysts, different macro kinetic mathematical models can also be established [20]. Based on the result of the macro kinetic experiment of ethylene epoxidation reaction and the reaction kinetic model of Rujun Liang [21], the reaction equations and reaction kinetic formulas used are shown in Table 2, and the parameters of reaction kinetic model are shown in Table 3. Inhibitor Dichloroethane (EDC) adsorption equilibrium constant was acquired, which is important to the reaction rate equations of kinetic model and the obtained kinetic model parameters. The negative equilibrium constants can be acquired from the experiments, and the function of the inhibitors is to inhibit the occurrence of by-reactions[22].
TABLE 2
REACTION EQUATIONS AND REACTION RATE EQUATIONS OF KINETIC MODEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main/side reaction</th>
<th>Reaction equation</th>
<th>$\Delta H$</th>
<th>Reaction rate equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main</td>
<td>$CH_2=CH_2 + \frac{1}{2} O_2 \rightarrow \Delta C_2H_4O$</td>
<td>-105.39kJ/mol</td>
<td>$R_1 = \frac{k_1 p_{CH_2=CH_2} p_{O_2}^4}{1 + K_1 p_{CO_2}} \cdot \frac{1}{1 + e^{K(E_{EDC})}} [EDC]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side</td>
<td>$CH_2=CH_2 + 3O_2 \rightarrow 2CO_2 + 2H_2O$</td>
<td>-1321.7kJ/mol</td>
<td>$R_2 = \frac{k_2 p_{CH_2=CH_2} p_{O_2}^4}{1 + K_2 p_{CO_2}} \cdot \frac{1}{1 + e^{K(E_{EDC})}} [EDC]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3
THE OBTAINED KINETIC MODEL PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Reaction rate constant</th>
<th>Order of reaction</th>
<th>Carbon dioxide adsorption equilibrium constant</th>
<th>Inhibitor EDC adsorption equilibrium constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>$k_1 = \exp\left(6.597 - \frac{8.670 \times 10^5}{R_T}\right)$</td>
<td>$\alpha_1 = 0.4275$</td>
<td>$K_1 = \exp\left(17.55 - \frac{1.3055 \times 10^5}{R_T}\right)$</td>
<td>$K(E_{EDC})_1 = -2.419$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_2$</td>
<td>$k_2 = \exp\left(9.539 - \frac{1.106 \times 10^5}{R_T}\right)$</td>
<td>$\alpha_2 = 0.5215$</td>
<td>$K_2 = \exp\left(12.709 - \frac{1.1234 \times 10^5}{R_T}\right)$</td>
<td>$K(E_{EDC})_2 = -1.956$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. CFD model of the fixed-bed reactor

A. MESHING WORK
A single reaction tube model is established by the structural parameters of the reaction tube model, 8m in length, 31.3mm in diameter, and the length of the medium porous area filled by the catalyst is 7.5m. In consideration of the excessive length-to-diameter ratio of reaction tube and the influence of wall-surface effect, it is necessary to divide the surface mesh at the inlet and outlet and the dense axial wall surface mesh of reaction tube model respectively. The middle section of the reaction tube bed is defined as a medium porous area. The flux inlet and pressure outlet are defined, and the mesh is saved and exported.

B. BOUNDARY CONDITION SETTING
Flux inlet and pressure outlet are taken as boundary conditions. The data of flux, temperature, pressure, material component concentration and other parameters can be imported. The initial export material component data of the reactor is set as 0. The inlet component data is shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4
THE INLET COMPONENT DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material component</th>
<th>Calibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_2H_4$ (mol%)</td>
<td>27.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_2$ (mol%)</td>
<td>7.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CO_2$ (mol%)</td>
<td>2.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO (mol%)</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_2$ (mol%)</td>
<td>58.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_2O$ (mol%)</td>
<td>0.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDC (mol%)</td>
<td>2.07925</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Convection heat transfer is selected for wall-surface boundary conditions, and the heat exchange coefficient and cooling water temperature are imported according to Table 1. The checkboxes of the porous medium and source item are checked in the medium porous area [23]. The catalyst parameters are added following Table 1, and the viscous resistance coefficient and inertial resistance coefficient are added.

C. USER-DEFINED FUNCTION (UDF)
The reaction heat may cause pressure and temperature changes in a reaction unit. The generation, accumulation, and removal of heat will influence the chemical reaction rate and temperature distribution of the reaction tube. Ethylene epoxidation reaction process is a dynamic changing process. It will need a certain period to reach the stability of component distribution and temperature distribution if some unknown factor disturbs the reaction process. The UDF of fluent should be developed and employed to describe the dynamic process.

The UDF of ethylene epoxidation reaction model mainly includes the following modules:
(1) Conversion of mass concentration and molar concentration;
(2) $C_2H_4O$ component source item characterizing the main reaction;
(3) $CO_2$ component source item characterizing by-reaction;
(4) $C_2H_4$, $O_2$ and $H_2O$ component items of other materials;
(5) Heat-generating energy source items of a chemical reaction;
(6) Resistance coefficient source items of the medium porous area.

D. SOLUTION SETUP
The SIMPLE algorithm and second-order upwind model are selected to carry out a discrete solution, wherein the time step is set, and the residual convergence monitor is shut down.
The inlet pressure, the outlet oxygen component molar concentration, and the hot-spot temperature in the reaction area are monitored. The parameter monitoring data can be verified and automatically saved. The iterative solution should be conducted. It can be deemed as calculation convergence when these three parameters remain unchanged.

### E. Selection of technological parameters

The abnormal fluctuation of operation parameters is the main cause of temperature runaway of the reactor in an ethylene epoxidation reaction process. When the operation parameters reach a certain numerical range, the temperature will have a sharp rise, which will break the original thermal equilibrium in the reactor. The numerical ranges can be deemed as sensitive areas of parameters. In this paper, seven operation factors, i.e. ethene concentration, oxygen concentration, feed flux, feed temperature, drum temperature, operation pressure, and porosity of catalyst packing, are selected as the significant monitoring factors. Six variable fluctuation values within the upper and lower ranges are selected for each factor. The values of operation parameters of a single factor are changed under the condition that other operation parameters remain unchanged. The hot-spot temperature value and its location, reaction rate, heat release, and conversion rate are taken as inspection standards to analyze the influence effect of variable fluctuation on the operating conditions. Table 5 is a single-factor experiment table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Feed composition ratio</th>
<th>Feed flowrate</th>
<th>Feed temperature(°C)</th>
<th>Steam drum temperature(°C)</th>
<th>Operating pressure(MPa)</th>
<th>Porosity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.007</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>142.6</td>
<td>200.98</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. Result and discussion

#### A. MODEL VALIDATION

Ethylene epoxidation reaction is an unsteady process varying with the change of components and temperature in the tube. When the observed values of material components at the outlet and the max temperature of the flow field become stable, it can be thought that the catalytic reaction has reached a stable state under the operating condition. The simulation analysis of the operation process of ethylene epoxidation reactor is conducted to study the dynamic process. The steady-state of the fluid flow and heat transmission of raw materials mixture gas is taken as the initial field. Chemical reaction and material component items and energy source items are added to simulate and calculate temperature change, material component change and the change of chemical reaction rate from the initial stage to the steady stage, as shown in Fig. 2.

1. Temperature distribution at the central axis of the reaction bed

Fig. 3 shows the temperature change process in the central axial bed of the reaction tube. Fig. 4 shows the radial distribution at a location 5.012m away from the hot-spot at a steady state.
The analytical simulation result indicates the catalyst bed temperature increases constantly with the reaction process, but the temperature rising rate slows down gradually and reaches a steady-state of the reaction in about 400 seconds. The location of a hot-spot inside the reaction tube moves downwards to the lower end of the bed and finally stops at a position of 5.0m. Meanwhile, the temperature at the outlet of the reaction tube rises accordingly. By monitoring the radial temperature distribution at the position of 5.0m, it is discovered that the temperature curve is similar to a parabola on which the temperature at the center of the bed is higher than the temperature at other positions. In the infinitesimal node element near the wall surface, the temperature change among infinitesimal elements is relatively remarkable, mainly because the node is near the wall surface, which ensures the better effect of heat transmission of the cooling water outside the tube. Heat transmission is difficult at the tube center, and the temperature is relatively high, particularly at the axial position of 4m to 5m, where the temperature tends to lose control. Therefore, special monitoring during the actual operation process is necessary.

**FIGURE 4.** The radial distribution over time at a location 5.012m away from the hot-spot at a steady-state

② Chemical reaction rate

Fig. 5 shows the changing trend of the main reaction rates and by-reaction rates along with the bed depth over time. As shown in the figure, the rates of main reactions and by-reactions rise firstly and then decline along with the bed depth. With the increase of reaction time, the reaction speed grows gradually. The main reaction rate decreases gradually, and the by-reaction rate increases rapidly after the reaction turns steady.

**FIGURE 5.** The trend of the main reaction and secondary reaction rates of ethylene epoxidation reaction along with the bed depth over time

The result indicates that the reaction rate is relevant to the material component concentration, reaction temperature, and activation energy of the reaction. At the inlet of the reaction tube, the energy cannot meet the activity energy requirement of reaction due to the relatively low reaction temperature. The reaction rate is relatively slow, and the heat release of reaction begins to accumulate. The temperature in the reaction tube begins to increase gradually along with axial and radial directions, and the reaction speed rises. When the reaction heat and heat transmission outside the tube reach a balance, the temperature inside the tube will not increase anymore, and the chemical reaction rate begins to decline. Moreover, in the late half of the reaction tube, the chemical reaction rate begins to decline due to the gradual decrease of ethene and oxygen components.

③ Pressure distribution at the central axis of the bed

Fig. 6 indicates the pressure distribution along with the central axis of the bed when the reaction reaches a steady state. As shown in the figure, the fluid pressure decreases gradually under the resistance of the catalyst particles in the reaction tube, and the pressure difference is formed at the front and rear ends of the medium porous area. The pressure drop in a single reaction tube is 0.52 MPa.

**FIGURE 6.** The pressure distribution along with the central axis of the bed when the reaction reaches a steady state

④ Component distribution along with the central axis of the bed

When the reaction reaches a steady state, the molar concentration distribution of material components along with the central axis of the bed is shown in Fig. 7. The simulation
result indicates that the molar concentrations of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4} and O\textsubscript{2} decrease gradually along with the bed depth with the progress of the chemical reaction, but the molar concentrations of CO\textsubscript{2} and EO increase gradually. The molar concentration values of material components in different positions of the reaction tube can be acquired from the simulation result. The conversion rate of ethene materials can be obtained, which reflects the ethene production capacity and operation efficiency of industrial equipment.

**FIGURE 7.** The molar concentration distribution of material components of the reaction tube along with the central axis of the bed

**B. COMPARISON OF SIMULATED DATA VALIDATION**

Based on the experimental data, a physical model of the reaction tube is established. Through the comparison between each material component concentration and conversion rate at the outlet of the reaction tube and the experimental data, it could be found that the error is basically within a 10% error range. Therefore, the simulation result data can be thought to be consistent with the experimental data. The experimental data and calculation result data of the reaction tube components are shown in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bed depth/m</th>
<th>0-1</th>
<th>1-2</th>
<th>2-3</th>
<th>3-4</th>
<th>4-5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t/s</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>200.0</td>
<td>400.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>200.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental mean</td>
<td>152.73</td>
<td>154.52</td>
<td>155.98</td>
<td>181.92</td>
<td>195.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated mean</td>
<td>155.95</td>
<td>155.57</td>
<td>155.57</td>
<td>189.51</td>
<td>199.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error (%)</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three groups of experimental data are selected to be compared with the simulation data, as shown in Fig. 8. The correlation between numerical simulation results and experimental data can be obtained. Table 7 shows that the central axis temperature changes with the bed depth at t=20s, t=200s, and t=400s. It can be found that the simulation results and experimental results maintain consistency. The location and temperature of the hot spot (i.e., the highest temperature) are almost identical. The overall error is kept within 10%, as shown in Table 7. It fully reflects the accuracy of the numerical simulation results.

**TABLE 7.** The error of the temperature simulation data and experimental data at the center axis of bed
C. EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS

Based on the technological parameters of ethylene epoxidation reactor and deviation selection, a single-factor effect experiment is conducted to analyze and study the impact of parameter fluctuation on the thermal equilibrium and operation efficiency of the reactor bed. The parameters mainly include material component concentration, feed flux, feed temperature, drum temperature, operating pressure, and porosity catalyst packing rate.

1) EFFECTS OF ETHENE CONCENTRATION
   (CONCENTRATION OF MATERIALS)

Fig. 9, Fig. 10, and Fig. 11 indicate: with the increase of ethene concentration in the raw materials mixture gas, the overall bed temperature of reaction tube rises remarkably and the hot-spot temperature of bed also rises accordingly. The temperature rising rate increases with the growth of ethene concentration. The hot-spot in the bed moves toward the lower end of the bed. When the concentration ratio of ethylene to oxygen is less than 2:1, the oxygen is excessive, and the conversion rate of ethylene will increase gradually with the increase of the concentration of ethylene in the inlet. In the reaction process, the oxygen concentration should not exceed 7.1%, because the reaction process should keep off the explosion limit of the reaction gas. The ethylene oxide products should be obtained as far as possible in production. Therefore, the concentration ratio of ethylene to oxygen is usually higher than 2:1. The simulation results show that the reaction rate and heat production rate increase with the increase of ethylene concentration, but the conversion rate of ethylene decreases gradually.

When the ethene concentration reaches 30.0%, the hot-spot temperature of the reaction tube bed reaches an alarm limit 270°C. When the ethene concentration is lower than 30.0%, the bed temperature grows gradually with the increase of ethene concentration. When the ethene concentration exceeds 30.0%, the bed temperature rises remarkably. Therefore, ethene concentration has a relatively big impact on temperature runaway incidents, which is an operation parameter that needs special monitoring. With the increase of ethene concentration, ethene conversion rate decreases eminently, which is a waste of technological energy consumption during the production process. According to the above analysis, it’s advised to set the operation range of ethene concentration as 25.0~30.0%.
2) EFFECTS OF OXYGEN CONCENTRATION

Fig. 12, Fig. 13, and Fig. 14 indicate: with the increase of oxygen concentration in the gas mixture of raw materials, the overall bed temperature of reaction tube rises remarkably and the hot-spot temperature of the bed also rises. The temperature increases with the growth of oxygen concentration. The hot-spot in the bed moves toward the lower end of the bed. The rates of main reactions, by-reactions, and heat-generating increase with the rise of oxygen concentration. Meanwhile, the ethene conversion rate rises sharply.

As shown in Fig. 15, Fig. 16, and Fig. 17, with the increase of feed flux, the bed hot-spot temperature rises slightly, the position of hot-spot moves backward, and the chemical reaction and heat release speeds increase accordingly, while the ethene conversion rate declines.

3) FEED FLUX

When the oxygen concentration reaches 7.5%, the hot-spot temperature in the reaction tube bed hits the high alarm value 270°C, and the by-reaction rate and the heat generation of reaction increase rapidly. If safety measures are not taken in time, thermal equilibrium may be broken easily, and the bed temperature may rise rapidly. Therefore, the oxygen concentration in the raw gas composition is also an operation parameter that needs special monitoring.

With the rise of oxygen concentration, ethene conversion rate rises subsequently. It is favorable for the increase of the unit production capacity. However, the oxygen concentration shall not exceed 7.1% when nitrogen is used as stabilizing gas, as the flammable gas composed of oxygen and ethene has a certain explosion limit. Based on the above analysis of factors, the suitable operation range of oxygen concentration should be 6.0%~7.0%.
The analysis of the feed flux change impact on ethene conversion rate reveals that ethene conversion rate turns slowly after a sharp decline with the increase of raw gas feed flux. In consideration of the feed flux impact on the bed temperature distribution, the feed flux should be 40~60 kg·h⁻¹.

From the perspective of the chemical reaction rate, the abrupt rise of bed temperature is mainly due to the by-reaction action. As the heat release rate of the by-reaction is more than ten times of that of the main reaction, it will cause loss of control of reaction temperature. Therefore, weakening by-reaction rate by improving the selectivity of catalyst is an efficient measure to prevent temperature runaway incidents.

4) DRUM TEMPERATURE
Analysis of Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 reveals that the bed hot-spot temperature rises remarkably with the rise of the cooling water drum temperature outside the tube. The chemical reaction rate and heat-generating rate also rise remarkably. When the drum temperature is 215°C, the bed hot-spot temperature reaches the high alarm temperature 270°C. Meanwhile, the by-reaction rate is larger than the main reaction rate with the continuous rise of temperature. When the drum temperature exceeds 230°C, the bed hot-spot temperature and main/by-reaction rate and the heat-generating speed rise rapidly. The by-reaction rate exceeds the main reaction rate. At this moment, the temperature runaway incident may occur without the intervention of external safety measures. When the drum temperature reaches 260°C, the high bed temperature (427°C) may burn the catalyst. The reaction tube may burst due to excessive pressure, and leakage, explosion, and other serious accidents may also occur. Drum temperature is a parameter that needs special monitoring for avoiding temperature runaway incidents.

FIGURE 17. Effect of feed flow rate on C₂H₄ conversion rate

Analysis of Fig. 20 reveals that ethene conversion rate rises slightly with the rise of drum temperature. In consideration of the equipment safety and operation efficiency, it is advised to choose lower drum temperature to avoid temperature runaway incidents or ensure higher selectivity of catalyst to inhibit by-reactions. 200°C drum temperature is recommended after careful consideration.

5) EFFECTS OF OTHER OPERATION PARAMETERS
According to similar simulations, the effects of feed temperature, operating pressure, and porosity on reactor operation are also studied. With the increase of feed temperature, the bed hot-spot temperature rises slightly, and the position of hot-spot moves forward substantially. The chemical reaction and heat release rate increase accordingly. There is little impact on ethene conversion rate. With the rise of operating pressure, the bed hot-spot temperature rises slightly pro-rata, and the position of hot-spot moves downward. The chemical reaction rate, heat release rate, and ethene conversion rate rise. With the increase of catalyst...
packing porosity, bed hot-spot temperature declines substantially, and the position of hot-spot moves forward. The chemical reaction rate, heat release rate, and ethene conversion rate decline accordingly. The comparison among document data reveals that the simulation result is basically in compliance with the experimental data of ethylene epoxidation reactor.

Based on the simulation analysis, the operation alarm value of each parameter and its proper operating range may be confirmed. The bed temperature 270°C is considered as the high-temperature alarm value, as shown in Table 8. By comparing the simulation results with the actual operating conditions, the maximum and minimum error of the operating range is within 10%. The simulation results are consistent with the actual operating conditions. Therefore, the research model of this paper can be used in the study of the operation mechanism of ethylene epoxidation reactor and the influence of parameter fluctuation on the temperature runaway accident.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating parameter</th>
<th>Deviation</th>
<th>Effect on the temperature</th>
<th>Can lead to thermal runaway</th>
<th>Alarm value</th>
<th>Appropriate working range</th>
<th>Actual working range</th>
<th>Error range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C2H4 concentration</td>
<td>Concentration increase</td>
<td>Hot-spot temperature rise greatly</td>
<td>Can</td>
<td>30.0mol%</td>
<td>25.0~30.0mol%</td>
<td>26.0~28.0mol%</td>
<td>3.8~7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2 concentration</td>
<td>Concentration increase</td>
<td>Hot-spot temperature rise greatly</td>
<td>Can</td>
<td>7.5mol%</td>
<td>6.0~7.0mol%</td>
<td>6.5~7.5</td>
<td>6.6~7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed flowrate</td>
<td>Flowrate increase</td>
<td>Hot-spot temperature rise slightly</td>
<td>Limited effectiveness</td>
<td>120kg/h</td>
<td>40~60kg/h</td>
<td>40~65kg/h</td>
<td>0~7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed temperature</td>
<td>Temperature rise</td>
<td>Hot-spot temperature rise slightly</td>
<td>Limited effectiveness</td>
<td>220°C</td>
<td>180~200°C</td>
<td>180~190°C</td>
<td>0~5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam drum temperature</td>
<td>Temperature rise</td>
<td>Hot-spot temperature rise greatly</td>
<td>Can</td>
<td>215°C</td>
<td>185~200°C</td>
<td>190~210°C</td>
<td>2.6~4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating pressure</td>
<td>Pressure rise</td>
<td>Hot-spot temperature rise proportionally</td>
<td>Limited effectiveness</td>
<td>2.4MPa</td>
<td>2.0~2.2MPa</td>
<td>2.0~2.3MPa</td>
<td>0~4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity</td>
<td>Porosity lower</td>
<td>Hot-spot temperature rise greatly</td>
<td>Can</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4~0.6</td>
<td>0.4~0.6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. Conclusions

Based on the study of the kinetic mechanism of the chemical reaction and the assumption of medium porous area, a two-dimension model of gas-solid reaction tube based on a porous medium is established.

The calculation results of the numerical simulation of the CFD software are visualized. The changes of temperature, chemical reaction rate, material component concentration, and pressure field during the operation process of ethylene epoxidation reactor are analyzed. The theories of the chemical reaction and heat transmission are analyzed and explained. The distribution of ethene conversion rate when the reaction reaches the steady-state is acquired. Compared with the data of experimental devices, the result is in line with the actual production condition.

The result of the simulation analysis indicates that higher ethene concentration, oxygen concentration, feed flux, feed temperature, drum temperature, operating pressure, and lower porosity play a role in improving the bed temperature and accelerating reaction rate. Drum temperature, ethene concentration, oxygen concentration, and porosity have a significant impact on the occurrence of temperature runaway accidents. These parameters need special monitoring. However, feed flux, feed temperature, and operating pressure have little impact on the occurrence of temperature runaway accidents. With bed temperature 270°C as the high-alarm value, the operation sensitivity area is confirmed for each parameter. Based on the analysis of parameter fluctuation that impacts the ethene conversion rate and other factors that impact the production capacity of the reactor, the appropriate operation scope is confirmed for each parameter. The research result will contribute to providing a theoretical basis for the safe and high-efficient operation of the reactor.
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